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Abstract

Scratching performed by a DJ (disk jockey) is a skillful style of
playing the turntable with complex musical output. This study focuses
on the description of some of the acoustical parameters and playing
strategies of typical scratch improvisations, and how these parameters
typically are used for expressive performance. Three professional DJs
were instructed to express different emotions through improvisations,
and both audio and gestural data were recorded. Feature extraction
and analysis of the recordings are based on a combination of audio and
gestural data, instrument characteristics, and playing techniques. The
acoustical and performance parameters extracted from the recordings
give a first approximation on the functional ranges within which DJs
normally play. Results from the analysis show that parameters which
are important for other solo instrument performances, such as pitch,
have less influence in scratching. Both differences and commonalities
between the DJs’ playing styles were found. Impact that the findings
of this work may have on constructing models for scratch performances
are discussed.

1 Introduction

Scratching is a striking feature to witness in DJ performances—it is the way
the disk jockeys manipulate playback speed by pushing and dragging vinyl
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records, thus using the turntable as an instrument. DJ music is generally
divided into distinct playing styles, where the main styles are (i) mixing
records, (ii) playing a lead instrumental solo role with scratching, and (iii)
constructing rhythms (with ‘beat-juggling’). Scratch performances are both
visually and musically compelling, and they demonstrate a high level of skills
achieved through intensive exercise on the instrument n:1. 1

The acoustical properties of scratching have to the writers knowledge not
been thoroughly studied until now. In this paper, the primary aim is to
explore DJ scratching by looking more systematically at the acoustical char-
acteristics of the instrument. A second aim is to identify possible boundaries
of prevailing playing strategies, and investigate which musical parameters are
used in expressive performances. Also, we are interested to see if DJs use
the same code as other musicians do, for instance with regards to changing
performance cues such as tempo, sound level, timbre, and articulation in com-
bination to communicate emotions (Juslin, 2001). Emotionally expressive DJ
performances were therefore recorded in order to analyze playing strategies
as they appear in a musical context. Encouraging expressive performances
also ensures that the musicians use their whole artistic range.

Scratching started in the seventies, and has become the most expressive
DJ playing style of a well-established instrumental practice. The turntable is
now a popular instrument-of-choice for many young people starting to play
music. However, the intended use of turntables was listening to music, not
creating music. Consequently, there has been no formal instrumental train-
ing for DJs, although this is now changing with an increase in educational
material. Both the background of the instrument and the current commer-
cial realization of DJ products make it an interesting case study of a new,
successful musical instrument.

The dominating way to use the turntable for scratching is through so-
called scratch techniques. These are various formalized gesture combinations
of synchronized record and crossfader hand movements, and are considered
to be common vocabulary for scratch DJs. Performances can be decomposed
by means of such techniques, like music notation is used for describing tones
of an instrument, although they could also be compared to for instance guitar
techniques like string bend, tapping, sweeping, tremolo, or even short licks,

1Sound and multimedia examples are marked n:nr and link to
http://www.speech.kth.se/∼kjetil/aaa10.php (date last viewed July 6, 2010; during
review, username=aaa and password=review).
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as one single performed technique seldom produce only one tone. In previous
works some of the most common techniques were recorded and analyzed in
isolation and not in their musical context (Hansen, 2002). For the current
study, scratch techniques are not examined as isolated events, but in a natural
musical context in which they are used in combination with each other.

In the next section, some characteristics of the DJ instrument are dis-
cussed. Then details of the data collection for the experiment are explained.
The “Analysis” section describes the steps in the data analysis and feature ex-
traction, including mechanical, acoustical and performance-related features.
In the “Results” section, the data from the feature extraction are presented
and discussed, both with a general perspective and with a focus on per-
formance and expressive aspects. The paper finishes with some conclusive
remarks on the feature extraction and data analysis, and also proposes some
future directions.

2 Background

During the years, DJ equipment has reached a standard in its basic configu-
ration. Turntables have a strong direct-drive motor, a stable platter, needles
that endure direction changes, and a slip-mat between the record and the
platter to keep a constant low friction. Audio mixers have a low-friction
crossfader that is placed horizontally and close to the musician, see Fig. 1.
Standard crossfaders have a 45mm physical run, but the fading curve is often
adjusted so as the span from silence to full signal covers only around 1mm
at the end positions, see Fig. 1. This makes the crossfader work basically as
an on/off switch for sound.

Scratch music has strong elements of both rhythm and melody, but cannot
easily be narrowed down to having just a percussive or melodic function.
Even defining “a tone” can be surprisingly tricky. For solo instruments in
general, it is common to consider a tone as consisting of an onset, a stable
pitched part, and an offset. The tone is often associated with a performance
gesture, for instance pressing down and releasing a piano key. However, there
are a few exceptions worth noting. For example, to produce a sustained tone
in percussion, a continuous roll can be played that has a number of onsets,
but is perceived as a single long tone. Contrarily, the triple-tongue technique
in wind instruments produces, from one breath and one tongue ‘gesture’,
three onsets that are perceived as three separate tones. In written music
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Figure 1: Left: A DJ in the recording session. A rotational sensor is centered
above the vinyl. The left hand grips the crossfader on the mixer. Right:
Audio mixer with the crossfader at the bottom. The C.F. CURVE knob
zoomed in from the top right area adjusts the fading curve from linear to
very steep.

such coupled or divided onsets have well defined functions and allow the
player to overcome physical restrictions of the instrument. Scratching has
however no tradition of notation, nor has a theoretical framework yet been
established, and thus any similar coupling or separation of onsets will be
uncertain.

A trained DJ knows the location on the vinyl of the sound sample that
is used at any time, aided visually by the printed record label or by placing
stickers on the vinyl—but the control is not perfect. Therefore, a gesture
intended to produce a tone onset might coincide with a silent area on the
record, thus resulting in a late onset or no onset at all. Furthermore, the
sample itself might contain several onsets. As a consequence, there might
not be a one-to-one correspondence between tone onsets and gestures. When
such correspondence is not guaranteed, new methods for segmenting recorded
DJ performances should be considered. The authors propose methods based
on the combination of gestural data and the audio signal. These methods are
described further below (in Section 4), and the features are listed in Table 1.

Little work has been done until now in the area of DJ scratching, and the
music genre may still be unfamiliar to many. It can be interesting to notice
that there are similarities between scratching, speech, the singing voice, and
other instrumental sounds. For instance, Palmer & Hutchins (2006) review
how speech prosody and musical prosody from traditional instrumental music
can be compared. Similarities with the singing voice can be found for example
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in the humorous improvisation of scat singing, and naturally, in the vocal
elements of hip-hop culture, rapping and beatboxing (Toop, 2000).

Similarities can also be found in several musical instruments. Percussive
instruments, such as ethnic drums like the kanjira, resemble scratching in the
use of dense, pitch-varying rhythmic patterns. There are also musicians who
explicitly mimic DJs, for instance, some guitarists create scratch-like sounds
with a volume switch and a pitch-shifter pedal n:2.
3 Data collection: Recordings with DJs

Recordings made by three Swedish professional DJs were collected. Their
task was to improvise freely over a looped beat, using only a single sound
sample. Because music notation has not been developed in this genre, impro-
visation is customary. Several performances were collected with instructions
to express anger, sadness, self-confidence, a cool attitude, joy, and also to
produce a neutral performance. Emotions were described both in English
and Swedish, and each participant judged whether a performance was to be
included. In total, more than 70 performances were collected n:3.

Multi-track recordings (96 kHz sample rate) of performances included the
vinyl movement, the crossfader output level, the cross-faded record signal, the
‘raw’ scratched record signal (bypassing the mixer), and the background beat.
The vinyl movement was tracked using a rotational sensor2 placed above
and affixed to the vinyl. This was not considered by the DJs as distracting,
obstructing their gestures, or otherwise influencing their playing. Fig. 1 shows
one of the subjects performing on the equipment. The sensor gave three
output audio streams: the rotation speed, the directional changes, and a
reference point for each complete round.

Both the record player (Vestax PDX-2000 MkII) and the audio mixer
(Vestax PMC-05 ProIII) are standard models in professional use. The mixer
had the possibility to adjust the crossfader characteristics. The sound sample,
“ahhh”, was the only sound used in the experiment n:4. It comes from a sound
collection record (DJ 1210 Jazz, 2001) and is one of the most commonly
used sounds for scratch solos. The sample reveals no distinct pitch in itself,
but resembles a bandpass filtered noise with a bandwidth of about 1000Hz
centered around 1 kHz, see Fig. 2. The sound is not quite stable: there is a
tendency of falling pitch towards the end, measured to span 330 cents over

2Fritz Kübler 8.5802.2171.1000 K1942-13, 1000 pulses/rotation.
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Figure 2: Spectrogram of the original sample used in the recordings. Most
of the energy is concentrated in a 1000Hz-wide band centered around 1 kHz
without clear harmonic components.

the total duration of 0.7 s (see Sec. 4.2.5). The timbre is also changing, as
can be discerned in the spectrogram.

The crossfader output level was measured by feeding a 25 kHz sine wave
through the mixer, inaudible to the performer. In this way, although the DJs
were free to adjust the mixer knobs, the crossfader curves, and the crossfader
direction to their liking even during performance, the crossfader signal was
always reliable. The DJs were encouraged to use standard techniques as
they would do in a normal performance, but none were mentioned as be-
ing undesirable. Incidentally, unconventional techniques did not occur, thus
facilitating the analysis.

The reference drum beat, chosen by one of the subjects, had a distinct
4/4 pattern at 90 beats per minute (bpm), which is predominant in hip-hop.
The loop was considered to be a typical rhythmical background, simple and
neutral n:5.
4 Analysis: Feature extraction

It is fair to say that DJ scratching differs from most other lead instruments
in popular music in several respects. Firstly, its restricted pitch capabili-
ties hinder tone segmentation based on melodic content. Secondly, temporal
properties characterized by a constant high number of tone onsets make met-
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rical hierarchy-based categorization impractical. Standard feature extraction
methods used for melodic music (Friberg et al. , 2007; Lartillot & Toiviainen,
2007) proved to be very difficult and mostly unreliable for the extraction of
features such as duration, timbre, attack properties and rhythm. A solution
to this problem was found in the use of the additional gesture data: ad-hoc
analysis of the signals acquired using various sensors, and their combination,
allowed more reliable estimates of the feature values, compared to those ex-
tracted from the actual audible performance. A list of the extracted features
is presented in Table 1.

4.1 Mechanical features

4.1.1 Crossfader

To extract crossfader onsets and offsets, the crossfader signal was first squared
and then low-pass filtered (6th order Butterworth, fc =24 kHz) to obtain an
amplitude envelope of the 25 kHz tone. A threshold to detect onsets and
offsets was set at one third of the maximum envelope amplitude.

4.1.2 Record direction and speed

The signal recorded by the rotational sensor has a spike for each change in
direction: between a negative and a positive spike, the record turns clock-
wise (cw) or forward, whereas between a positive and a negative spike, it
turns counterclockwise (cc). Approximate spike positions were detected by
searching for peaks in the time derivative of the signal. Positions were then
refined by running a local maxima (cc) or minima (cw) search around the
approximate values. The turning position values have a resolution of one
sample.

The rotation sensor emitted an impulse every 0.36 degrees of rotation of
the record (N =1000 impulses for a full round). To determine the angu-
lar speed, the distance in seconds ∆t between two successive impulses was
computed. The angular speed (absolute value) is thus

|ωrec| =
0.36

∆t
(1)

The module of the angular speed was finally combined with the direction of
rotation data to obtain the angular speed vector.
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4.1.3 Sample position

The rotational sensor was attached to the record in a fixed position. Parallel
to the rotation signal, another signal was recorded that emitted an impulse
each time a certain point on the record, placed approximately in the center
of the sample, was trespassed. By taking this impulse as a reference, and
by knowing the direction of rotation, the position p(t) on the record was
estimated for each spike in the rotational sensor signal (1≤p(t)≤1000, where
1000 is the total number of markers). The sample spanned over approxi-
mately 400 markers, corresponding to an 144◦ sector.

4.2 Acoustical features

4.2.1 Tone onsets and offsets

To detect tone onsets and offsets, a standard method based on a sound
level envelope and a time-varying threshold, similar to that in Friberg et al.
(2007), was first tested. This method proved unreliable because of the na-
ture of the scratching performance: very short tones, and very different and
sometimes not well-defined attacks. Instead, a new approach was designed,
based on sensors data only.

Three types of onset/offset are possible in a scratching performance: sam-
ple onsets/offsets (actual onsets and offsets produced when passing from si-
lence to sound on the record, based on the sample position p(t) and the
direction of rotation); crossfader onsets/offsets (produced by turning the
crossfader “on” and “off”); direction change onsets/offsets (produced by the
short silence interval caused by stopping the record to change direction) n:6,
see Fig. 3. (Two less common onset types are needle drop and channel volume
fade-in; these did not occur in the data set.) Knowing already the positions
of all the three types separately, simple logic was used to combine them into
a single sequence (Ontone and Offtone): a sample onset/offset occurred in the
audible performance if the crossfader was “on” at that instant; a crossfader
onset/offset occurred if the record position p(t) at that instant was inside the
sample range; a direction change onset occurred if the crossfader was “on”
and the position was inside the sample. For the direction change onsets, a
corresponding offset was inserted 5ms before the onset, a rough estimate of
the silence due to a direction change.
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Figure 3: Performance excerpt containing all the three onset types of scratch
tones: sample onset, crossfader onset, and direction change onset. The plots
show the amplitude of the signal and crossfader (dashed line), the sample
position (silence below 0◦), and the spectrogram.

The attack slope AS for an onset was defined as

AS =
∆SL

tatt
(2)

where ∆SL is the sound level difference between the beginning and the end of
a tone’s attack, and tatt is the attack time. The attack boundaries (and thus
the attack time tatt) of a tone were determined by finding the zero-crossing
points in the derivative of the amplitude envelope SLenv, in the vicinity of an
onset.
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4.2.2 Duration, IOI and articulation

For each tone (and in the same way for crossfader and record turning ges-
tures), duration, IOI (inter-onset interval), and articulation were defined as

Durtone(n) = Offtone(n)−Ontone(n) (3)

IOItone(n) = Ontone(n + 1)−Ontone(n) (4)

Arttone(n) = Durtone(n)/IOItone(n) (5)

where Ontone and Offtone are the positions of audible tone onsets and offsets,
respectively. The IOI rec (record direction IOI) was defined as the distance
between two successive changes in direction. After an inspection of the audio
signal, a 10ms value was deemed suitable to exclude possible artifacts that
did not qualify as real tones, thus all IOI rec shorter than 10ms were removed.

4.2.3 Sound level

An amplitude envelope (SLenv) was extracted by summing the amplitudes
of the STFT (∼5.5ms long frames, 50% overlap) for each time frame. The
amplitude curve was then converted to decibel scale and smoothed using a
low-pass filter. The sound level SL of a tone was defined (as in Friberg et al. ,
2007) as the upper quartile of the sound levels of each time frame comprising
that tone.

4.2.4 Spectral centroid

The spectral centroid SC of a single time frame was defined as

SC =

∑N−1

n=0 f(n)H(n)
∑N−1

n=0 H(n)
(6)

where f(n) and H(n) are the center frequency and magnitude of the nth

frequency bin of the Fourier’s transform of the signal. To reduce the influence
of outliers, the median, instead of the mean, was used as a single value of
spectral centroid for each tone.

4.2.5 Pitch

As mentioned in Section 3, the sample does not have a well defined pitch
itself. Most of the energy is concentrated in a relatively narrow band (about
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Figure 4: Pitch contour plotted as a black+white line on the spectrogram of
a performance excerpt.

1 kHz wide) with a center frequency oscillating from about 1200 to 1500Hz.
This can be seen in Fig. 2. Bandpass filtered noise has been shown to induce
a relatively weak sense of pitch (Fastl & Zwicker, 2007), and pitch perception
is also disturbed by timbre changes (Vurma & Ross, 2007). There is a linear
relation between the center frequency of the narrow band noise in the sample
and the record playback speed. As a consequence of the playback speed
variations, an effect of continuously changing pitch can be perceived in the
scratch performances n:7.

Because of the noisy nature of the signal, any interpolation to obtain a
more precise estimate of the peak’s frequency was not considered necessary.
A second order polynomial curve (the black+white line in Fig. 4) was fitted to
the data to obtain a smoother contour (fsmp). Then, frequency was estimated
at every time instant as

f(t) =
|ωrec(t)|fsmp(p(t))

|ω0|
(7)

where ω0 is the free-turning speed of the record (∼180◦/s). A single value
for each tone was taken as the median of the curve between the tone’s onset
and offset.
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4.3 Overall performance features

4.3.1 Gesture coordination

An interesting aspect of DJ scratching is the coordination between the dif-
ferent movements (record and crossfader) to produce tones, and the feeling
of the position of the sample on the record. Four significant parameters
were identified to study this phenomenon: ∆XFsmp and ∆REC smp, the dis-
tance between a sample tone onset and the preceding crossfader and direction
change, respectively; ∆RECxf , the distance between a crossfader tone onset
and the preceding direction change; ∆XFrec, the distance between a direc-
tion change tone onset and the preceding crossfader onset. These values were
computed only if the gesture was performed between the tone onset and the
preceding tone offset.

4.3.2 Quantity of motion

Several quantity of motion indicators were defined from the extracted onsets.
Three density measures were defined as number of onsets per second: tone
density (δtone), crossfader gesture density (δxf), and record direction change
density (δrec).

XF:rec represents the number of crossfader onsets per record turning
direction, or how many times the crossfader was turned on–off during one
record gesture. REC :xf instead represents the number of record direction
changes observed while the crossfader was “on”. XF:rec and REC :xf are dis-
crete values computed for each record and crossfader movement respectively,
and therefore not reciprocal.

5 Results and discussion

In this section, the extracted features are analyzed to (i) describe acoustical
and gestural characteristics of scratch sounds, (ii) compare how the DJs
used different playing strategies, and (iii) describe how features were varied
in expressive performances. Only an approximated overview can be given
with three subjects; nevertheless, the musicians showed distinct individual
performance characteristics.

Around 6500 tones, 6300 record movements and 3100 crossfader on–off
gestures were identified and segmented in the collected data. A record move-
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ment is defined as a direction change, so while it could be argued that a
typical gesture is a forward–backward movement cycle of the record, ‘record
gesture’ will henceforth be used to describe the action sequence of starting,
moving and stopping the record.

It is important to consider that the following analysis is limited by using
only the “ahhh” sound sample. Manipulating another sample would rea-
sonably yield different results for most or all of the regarded features, as
DJs have to adapt their playing to accommodate the different sounds, like a
keyboardist would do.

The extracted data, listed in Table 1, support many of the findings in
Hansen & Bresin (2004). However, in that previous study the sensors used
to record gesture data were less accurate. Also, it was limited to a case study
of one performance.

5.1 General observations for extracted features

5.1.1 Sample position

The sound sample was used similarly in all the performances. Fig. 5 shows
a summary of which sample part was played, or the needle’s position in the
sound at any point. As seen in the curve for Total, which is averaged across
all performances, there is a clear preference for using the beginning of the
sample. About 88% of the played sounds come from the first half of the
sound, 22% from the very beginning up to 10◦ (corresponding to moving the
record 1–1.5 cm under the needle from the spot where the sample was located
on the vinyl).

Most scratching is done using samples with duration similar to the sound
used here. However, even shorter sounds are common, such as single spoken
syllables or percussive sounds, and this stimulates a practice of staying close
to the sample’s beginning regardless of the duration. Another reason for
the bias on the beginning is to produce tones with decreasing energy, which
are common for many traditional instruments, the voice, and non-musical
sounds, and thus also common in the records used by DJs.

5.1.2 Sound level and timbre

Dynamic variation, together with tone duration and tempo, is one of the
most important parameters in music performance, yet for some instruments
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Figure 5: Normalized frequency in percent of played sample position, p(t), in
degrees for the averaged total for all performances (bold line), the “angry”
condition (thin line), and the “sad” condition (dashed line).

such as church organs and bagpipes, physical constraints make dynamics less
variable, and for others like rock guitar, stylistic conventions have the same
effect. Although SL can easily be adjusted with the channel volume fader,
this is quite rarely done in a systematic manner in scratching—apart from
making for instance echo-effects—and none of the subjects did.

In the collected data, SL variations (mean= 30 dB, SD=7) can to a large
extent be accounted for by the speed variations (the correlation between ωrec

and SL was .8). Another explanation for the observed variations in SL is
the sample position, as the original sample sound’s pitch, energy and timbre
characteristics are not constant. It can also be seen in Fig. 6 that SL is
affected by tone duration: very short durations, below 50ms (or about 1/64
notes at 90 bpm), have the widest variation in SL, while longer durations,
above 150ms (or 1/16 notes), are fairly constant and reflect the SL decrease
in the original sample. Reasonably, it is easier to control the SL in the
50–150ms duration range.

For the analysis of timbre, the spectral centroid (SC) serves as a measure
of brightness. SC and pitch vary almost equivalently, but also the sample
position can explain small variations in SC as the timbre changed in the
original sound. Undoubtedly, timbre difference is less used as a parameter
than for instruments where control of tone quality is more direct. The anal-
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ysis does not discern whether different parts of the sample were employed to
attain timbre qualities or for other reasons, such as tone attack qualities.

5.1.3 Attack properties

The three main types of tone onset produce attacks with distinguishing prop-
erties. The attack times measured with a SL definition were almost twice
as long for direction change onsets than for crossfader onsets, see Fig. 3 and
Sec. 4.2.1.

Direction change onsets, in total 28% of the total number of tones, allow
the most nuanced attack control. However, these attacks render a highly
stereotypical sound with closely connected and gliding tones; for an example,
see the spectrogram in Fig. 3. Direction changes are most often muted by the
crossfader, and assumably, this serves a particular musical purpose. Sample
onsets normally produce very sharp attacks, according to the sample’s own
onset characteristics. Although the DJs mostly use the first part of the
sample, only 19% of the tones have a sample onset. Crossfader onsets, in total
54%, give little variation in attack time because of the steep fading curve.
The crossfader is used to produce several tones from one record gesture, and
it also allows better control for timing onsets.

Given the fundamentally different nature of the attack types, a direct
comparison of attack onset times seems inapplicable. In particular, it is
very difficult to establish when a direction change tone attack is perceived as
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completed, as it might depend on both SL and pitch.

5.1.4 Pitch

The mean pitch as defined in Section 4.2.5 for the material was 1532Hz,
close to the sample’s played at nominal speed, with less than one octave
standard deviation. The estimate is only based on an energy measure of
the signal, and it is debatable if we perceive the pitch to be as high as the
measured frequency. In the following, pitch span is defined in terms of cents,
calculated from the measured range for each tone. By inspecting the pitch
curve in the audio data (an example is plotted in Fig. 4), it appears that very
few tones have a stable pitch. Even the original sample played at nominal
speed would not yield a stable pitch. The average pitch span and variation
in cents for each tone were overall very high (mean= 2109 cents, SD=1575),
suggesting that pitch stability is not pursued, nor, possibly, even attainable.
The maximum span observed for one tone was more than seven octaves.

Tones with direction change onset or offset will be characterized by such
large pitch spans. For example, a pitch glide of several octaves is generated
when the vinyl speed is varied between nominal speed and rest. As a con-
sequence, tones composed of both a direction change onset and offset—7.6%
in the data set—have two glides.

Pitch perception was not approached in the analysis. However, several
studies in perception have shown that listeners will, depending on the con-
ditions, either separate a gliding tone into several pitches or blend into one
(Nábělek et al. , 1973). Also, studies have shown when in a glissando the
pitch is perceived, and how different glides are discriminated (for example
Madden & Fire, 1997).

5.1.5 Hand gestures and record speed

Record movements in the data set had an average span of 36◦, with a local
maximum in the distribution around 10◦ due mainly to techniques which
were played with trembling movements on the record. The scribble scratch
(Hansen, 2002) n:8 is the most common of these techniques and it affected
other findings in the present study (by for instance producing a high number
of direction change onsets). Few movements were longer than 75◦. The
analysis does not discern the hand position on the vinyl; the distance at the
vinyl perimeter is three times longer than at the label perimeter for the same
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record movement.
In the part of the movement that corresponded to audible output, around

78% of the gestures ranged between 116 and 276◦/s, which would suggest that
there is a preferred ωrec used throughout the performances (mean= 170◦/s,
SD=66). The mean speed was also close to the nominal speed. The highest
record speeds (ωrec) found were around four times larger than the nominal
speed at 180◦/s (the motor speed was pitched down about 10% from 33 r/min
by the subjects). Only around a tenth of the gestures were found to be slower
than 116◦/s, which indicates that there is a practical lower speed limit.

The distribution of gesture span and speed values is plotted in Fig. 7. In
the positive quadrant, the speed of tones with a long span (forward move-
ments with span above 75◦) approximates 180◦/s, i.e. the nominal rotation
speed of the motor. This was caused by releasing the record, a typical ges-
ture to end a phrase n:9, and naturally this tendency was not observed for
the backward movements above 75◦. Also discernable from the plot are two
possible trends (crossing the x-axis at appr. −40◦ and −82◦) which show
that the record speed and gesture span varies, but the duration is constant
(73ms and 155ms respectively, corresponding to 1/32 and 1/16 in 90 bpm).

In general, faster movements were used for returning the record; the coun-
terclockwise record speed was in average 11% higher than the clockwise. This
might be done both to compensate the motor force, and also to reposition the
sample in time. Significantly more tones were generated from forward move-
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ments than backward movements. Of the total sounding material measured
in time, 60% came from clockwise movements.

5.1.6 Gesture timing

Each of the three onset types implies a different gesture coordination pat-
tern for timing to rhythmical events. As the performances were improvised,
the musical or compositional intentions were not revealed and it is assumed
that all onsets were rhythmically timed events. It should be noticed here
that undetectable errors are introduced when the DJs misjudge the sample
position.

For the sample onsets, the crossfader must be switched on and the record
must be moved before there can be an onset. In average, both the crossfader
and the record were moved 51ms before the tone onset. Also for crossfader
onsets, the record movement started 51ms before the onset, suggesting that
the record should reach a certain speed before the crossfader produces the
attack. The crossfader is probably most convenient for timing precise onsets:
the gesture is larger for record movements, the sample onsets depend on the
sample’s position on the record, and direction change onsets produce longer
attack times.

Apart from the mechanical advantages of using the crossfader for timing,
it could be that certain techniques are more “acoustically suited” for timing
with accented beats. In techniques like e.g. stabs the crossfader is switched on
immediately after a record gesture is started, while in chirps the crossfader
is switched off directly after the record gesture is started (Hansen, 2002) n:10,
and timing gets much harder.

The record and crossfader gestures could thus be seen as preparatory
movements for sound production. A previous study found that accented mu-
sical events are often evenly spaced in time, which implies that musicians
match upcoming events to a regular beat (Jungers et al. , 2002). Two possi-
ble strategies for precise timing in scratching are to use crossfader onsets, or
to use techniques with a regular movement pattern, such as stabs.

5.1.7 Durations and articulation

In all the material analyzed, the longest durations were around 800ms (a
quarter note duration in 90 bpm is 667ms). 60% of the tones had IOI shorter
than 167ms. Record movements had a dominance of eighth notes, which
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indicates that the record hand can be used to keep a pulse (mean= 213ms,
SD=130). Crossfader IOIs were distributed with peaks at 1/32, 1/16 and 1/8
note durations.

It is beyond the scope of this study to discriminate if the perceived tones
correspond strictly to the segmented tones, or if there are psychoacoustic
effects like fused tones. The dominance of very short durations is naturally
also a strong explanation why pitch is difficult to apprehend (Moore, 1973).

Articulation varied over the whole range from short staccato to almost
connected tones (mean= 59%, SD=26), and 68% of the tones were within
the staccato–detached range (i.e., tone duration between 25–75% of IOI

(Bresin & Widmer, 2000)) or shorter. Direction change onsets (28% of the
onsets) have as discussed above minimal SL gaps, and those tones were clas-
sified as legato. Arguably the tone quality caused by pitch glides does not
give a legato impression, and legato style could instead be performed by using
long, slow record movements and short crossfader cuts. However, it seems
that connected tones were not endorsed by the DJs. Only 54% of the total
performance time consisted of sound.

5.1.8 Event density

Density of tone events, here also including gestures, can serve as a simple
measure of musical complexity. As the pitch and tonality is already equivocal
compared to traditional music, it would make little sense to apply existing
measures of melodical complexity to the data, such as tone transitions or
weighting according to tone duration (Eerola et al. , 2001).

Almost all scratch techniques involve both hands, however many tech-
niques emphasize the crossfader activity more than the record activity. Typ-
ically, a technique has one simple forward–backward movement with the
record, synchronized with a number of carefully timed crossfader movements.
The number of record gestures while the crossfader was on was higher than
the number of crossfader onsets during a record gesture (REC :xf mean= 1.27
vs XF:rec mean= .75; recall that forward and backward record movements
are treated as individual gestures). One explanation is the aforementioned
scribble scratch which produces many directional changes with short IOIs
and span. It can be maintained for longer durations, sometimes up to several
seconds, and can generate around 20 onsets/s. In Hansen & Bresin (2004) it
was found that the scribble accounted for one third of the direction change
attacks.
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The tone density was high (mean= 5.7 tones/s, SD=1.2, comparable to
a stream of sixteenth notes in 90 bpm; however, the durations were not reg-
ular). To achieve this, crossfader and gesture densities need to be high. The
crossfader was switched on–off 3.7 times/s in average over the whole data
(SD=1.7), while the record changed direction 4.8 times/s (SD=1.0).

5.2 Performance strategies

Consistency was observed in the three subjects’ use of gesture preparation
time, but they showed individual differences in timing. DJA had preparation
times around 50ms in average, while DJC had 35% shorter and DJB 20%
longer times. As neither gesture speed, attack slope, pitch, nor pitch span
reflected these proportions, it is likely that individual preferences or skills
can explain the preparation times more than aesthetic intentions.

Although techniques are not specifically approached in this study, the
distributions and proportions of crossfader and gesture events suggest that
the DJs do not vary their techniques in the same way. DJA had half the
number of gestures per crossfade (REC :xf = .6) than the others, but twice
the number of crossfades per gesture (XF:rec =1.4). DJB had a dominance
of 150ms crossfader IOIs, while the others had a strong peak at 75ms. While
tone density (δtone) was similar for the subjects, between 5.5 and 6.0, record
and crossfader event densities (δrec and δxf) varied. δrec decreased from DJC
and DJB to DJA. On the contrary, DJA had almost two times higher δxf
than the others, and even 25% more crossfader onsets.

Eerola et al. (2001) found that tone density is a good descriptor for pre-
dicting musical similarity between folk music melodies. Likewise, it is rea-
sonable to believe that the gesture density measures, which were different
for the three subjects, are good variables for predicting variations in playing
strategy between performers, even when tone density is nearly the same.

Performances of the chirp technique were identified for each of the DJs; in
Fig. 8, chirps from DJA and DJC were taken from the angry condition, DJB
from the ‘neutral’ condition n:11. DJB played two instances of the chirp, while
DJA and DJC did several in their faster versions (a plausible explanation
for the differences is the intended emotion). Chirps are considered to be hard
to learn, as they require precisely coordinated gestures and control of sample
position. To produce a chirp, only a fragment of the start and ending of a
record gesture should be heard, and not the direction changes.

Because of speed variations, the examples in Fig. 8 sound slightly differ-
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ent, but they are made with the same gestures, and there are commonalities
between the DJs in the production of the scratch. All used only the very
beginning of the sample, up to 20◦ of the whole length of 144◦. Record di-
rection changes always occurred halfway between two tones (at the minima
and maxima of the sample position curve). The tones have almost equal du-
ration despite the timing difference, which was accommodated by adjusting
the crossfader-off duration. The gesture speed, however, was varied (cf. the
spectrogram plots in Fig. 8); DJA had a lower speed than DJC, while DJB
modulated the speed more. The use of techniques as seen with the chirp re-
minds of how musical phrases provide a structure for the performance which
is indeed followed by players although with stylistic variations within the
phrase boundaries, as in the case of piano performance (see Repp, 1992).

5.3 Cues for expressivity

It is out of the scope of this work to verify the success in the communication
of intended emotions, but informal listening tests conducted by the authors
revealed that it is reasonable to take the DJs’ interpretation of the instruc-
tion given as ground truth for each emotion category. It follows that it is
risky to collapse the data from all subjects for each emotion. For the same
reason, only a few interpretations are discussed. Most of the observations
are supported by results from other instruments and disciplines. Table 1
shows some of the parameter values found for performances with different
emotional intentions.

Many of the parameters listed in Table 1 can be considered as indicators of
either energy or activity, and several of them are physically related to each
other. High-frequency energy, for example, is associated with louder and
brighter tones, produced by faster record movements. Using faster move-
ments implies shorter time intervals to cover the functional range of the
record area—thus shorter IOIs—and plausibly a higher activity or event
density. As seen in previous studies of musical expression, energy and ac-
tivity play key roles in communicating emotions through music (for example
Bresin & Friberg, 2000; Juslin, 2001; Juslin & Laukka, 2003), thus similar
tendencies are expected.

To determine the existence of significant differences between the emo-
tional intentions in the recorded performances, features that related to en-
ergy and activity were organized on a low–high energy and activity scale,
respectively. After normalizing those parameters assigned to the energy cat-
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Figure 8: (a–c) Chirp scratches performed by three DJs. Plots show (i)
Amplitude of the signal and crossfader (dashed line), (ii) the sample position
(silence below 0◦), and (iii) the spectrogram.
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Table 1: Measured values for the extracted parameters grouped in acoustic, gestural, and performance
features. Mean and standard deviations for all performances (total), and mean for emotional intentions.

Acoustic features Scale Total (SD) Angry Joyful Self-conf Cool Sad

SL Sound Level dB 30 (7) 33 30 30 29 27
SC Spectral Centroid Hz 3633 (993) 3949 3549 3795 3609 3345
Onxf Crossfader onsets % 54 51 55 53 54 64
Onsmp Sample onsets % 19 31 14 22 16 10
Ondir Direction change onsets % 28 18 31 24 30 26
f Pitch Hz 1532 (676) 1849 1525 1634 1419 1344

Pitch span cents 2109 (1575) 1731 2190 1991 2170 2070
Durtone Tone duration ms 93 (89) 76 84 91 102 126
IOI tone Inter-onset Interval ms 170 (163) 159 151 172 186 229
Art Articulation, Dur/IOI % 59 (26) 52 61 57 60 60

Gestural features Scale Total (SD) Angry Joyful Self-conf Cool Sad

ωrec Record speed ◦/s 170 (66) 189 173 180 166 164
Record gesture span deg 36 (23) 34 36 36 39 41

∆XFdir Crossfader offset time ms 51 (37) 42 51 52 61 49
∆RECxf,dir Record offset time ms 51 (34) 40 51 48 62 55
Durrec Record IOI ms 213 (130) 181 199 200 235 258
IOIxf Crossfader IOI ms 288 273 252 286 312 340

Performance features Scale Total (SD) Angry Joyful Self-conf Cool Sad

XF:rec Crossfades/record gesture n 0.75 (1.76) 0.66 0.81 0.68 0.73 0.74
REC :xf Record gestures/crossfade n 1.27 (1.36) 1.47 1.18 1.38 1.29 1.27
δtone Tone density n/s 5.7 (1.2) 6.3 6.5 5.7 5.3 4.2
δxf Crossfader density n/s 3.7 (1.7) 3.8 4.2 3.5 3.3 2.8
δrec Record gesture density n/s 4.8 (1.0) 5.7 5 5 4.3 3.9
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egory
e(n) = {SC, SL,ASdir,ASsmp,ASxf, |ωrec|, ftone}

and those assigned to the activity category

a(m) = {Durtone,Durxf,Durrec, δtone, δxf, δrec}

the value for each emotion was calculated from

Energy =
1

N

N∑

n=1

e(n) (8)

Activity =
1

M

M∑

m=1

a(m) (9)

The values for the emotional intentions organized in the two dimensions
are plotted in Fig. 9. There were significant relationships between both emo-
tion and energy and emotion and activity for the calculated values of en-
ergy and activity (with η2 = .91 and η2 = .89, respectively). A further test,
Tukey’s HSD (Honestly Significant Difference), showed that for the energy
dimension, all differences between emotional categories are significant except
between self-confident and joyful (α = .05). For the activity dimension, all
differences were significant except between joyful and angry. It thus seems
that the DJs used acoustical and gestural cues systematically in the com-
munication of emotional intentions, and organizing features in energy and
activity parameters would as expected reveal this.

The organization of the emotions in Fig. 9 is similar to the placement of
emotions in activity–valence dimensions as reported by Russell (1980) and
Juslin (2001). The emotional categories cool and self-confident were chosen
as they are regularly used by DJs, and were not explicitly included in the
two above studies. Cool is positioned approximately like calm in Russel’s
unidimensional scaling, while self-confident appears more like a neutral or
base expression, positioned centrally in the plot.

The measures of activity or event density as described above are among
the most important parameters in expressive DJ performances. It is impos-
sible to have a high energy without a concurrent high activity, but contrarily
the DJ can generate high event density even with lower energy. Fig. 9 shows
that the emotions joyful and angry have the same levels of activity, while
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joyful has lower energy. Balkwill & Thompson (1999) showed that emotional
communication can be perceived based on musical complexity (among other
psychoacoustic features) even in unfamiliar music cultures, and for scratching
it indicates that event density can be a robust cue for untrained listeners.

In addition to the energy and activity connection, some performance pa-
rameters are linked due to physical properties of turntables. For instance,
sadness could feasibly be portrayed with long and slow movements, and anger
with short and fast ones, and all the gesture parameters would reflect this.
Although angry performances had higher movement speed than sad per-
formances (mean= 189 vs. 164◦/s), and shorter durations (mean= 181 vs.
258ms), the movements had almost the same span (mean= 34◦ vs. 41◦; a
difference corresponding to less than 1 cm on the record at the place of the
needle). Thus, despite limiting the pitch variability, gesture span was not
extensively used as a control parameter in the data set.

Even features that are unique to the turntable, for instance the sample
position plotted in Fig. 5, seem to be varied systematically for expressive
purposes. It is likely though that those curves resulted from tendencies of
varying tone duration and onset type more than from carefully using sample
position.

6 Conclusions and future studies

By applying methods for feature extraction based on audio and gesture data,
recordings of expressive scratch performances were segmented and analyzed.
Among the extracted features, event density, duration, sample position, ges-
ture speed, gesture timing, and pitch span provided results for revealing
characteristics of the gestures and acoustics of scratching in the present data
set. In expressive performances, there are strong indications that DJs use
the same parameters and in a similar way for conveying the same emotions.
The success of such communication for improvised scratch performances was
not approached in this study.

The acoustical analysis shows that the musical sounds of scratching are
dissimilar from those of other solo instruments used in popular music. Per-
ceptual studies are needed to disclose more about pitch, tone onsets, tem-
poral apprehension and structuring of the short tones, and also how varying
the original sample affect these aspects. For instance, the auditory pro-
cess behind grouping onsets into rhythmical units is affected by experience
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(Iversen et al. , 2008), which could mean that trained and untrained listeners
experience tone density in scratching differently. It can also be relevant to
compare scratching to areas with resembling characteristics, such as the men-
tioned musical prosody, which is culturally dependent (Thompson & Balkwill,
2006), and other musical instruments and vocal styles.

There were some different strategies between the musicians in the use of
gestures. Specific techniques were not analyzed, but individual differences
in the XF:rec and REC :xf measures (number of crossfader onsets during
one record gesture and number of record gestures while the crossfader is
on, respectively) indicate that their playing strategies involve also personal
preferences of techniques. The present study only considers how the record
and crossfader moved. The hand and finger positioning is a more personal
choice if compared to traditional melodic instruments, affecting individual
playing strategies and amount of preparatory movements needed.

With regards to measures of energy and activity, significant differences
between all the emotion categories were found. Joyful and self-confident
got similar values for many performance parameters, as did the sadness and
cool categories, and the measured values were overall high (e.g. large pitch
span, high tone density, a constant SL). This can possibly be attributed
as genre-specific for hip-hop, where the emotion sadness is rarely expressed
musically, while anger and self-confidence are common. Arguably, energy
and activity are overlapping categories, and uniquely assigning a feature to
one of these two involves some ambiguity. There were significant differences
between joyful and self-confident only for the activity dimension, and between
joyful and angry only for the energy dimension.

The study shows both differences and commonalities between musicians
in their playing strategies. Some of the general findings can be used for re-
fining digital controllers and computational models of scratching that have
emerged recently. For systems that augment the record player with haptic
feedback (Beamish et al. , 2003) or gestural control (Lippit, 2006), taking the
typical durations for preparatory gestures into account can improve both the
feedback and the control; for instance by offsetting the feedback or interpret-
ing the gesture. For automated crossfader onsets (featured on some modern
mixers), the findings in this study can contribute to make such controllers
more accepted by DJs than they seem now; for instance, the starting and
stopping motion of the record should be muted to get sharper onsets and off-
sets, and durations of automated crossfader movements should be set relative
to the tempo of the music. In other systems, scratch techniques have been
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made more accessible for novices for instance by modeling the techniques
(for example in Fukuchi, 2007; Hansen & Alonso, 2008; Hayafuchi & Suzuki,
2008)). Various parameter ranges, and in particular the relationship between
movement span, movement speed, and gesture density, can provide valuable
input. Such systems can also sound more realistic by attuning the output to
the acoustical characteristics described in the present work.
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